Using TV Daypart
"Double Jeopardy Effects"
to Boost Advertising Efficiency
WALTER S.
MCDOWELL

Several TV audience studies have revealed a "Double Jeopardy effect" whereby highly
rated programs generate not only more viewers but also disproportionately more loyal
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viewers than lower-rated programs. In these cases, loyalty was measured as weekly or
daily repeat viewing of an individual program.
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This study expands on prior work by introducing a different operationalization of
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audience loyalty, namely audience fumover revealed within multi-hour dayparts. By
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concentrating on continuous audience retention, the researchers demonstrate how
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this approach could yield new media-buying strategies in terms of boosting frequency
of exposure without sacrificing reach. Over 100 Nielsen diary-based sweep markets
were analyzed to confirm that a double-jeopardy effect does in fact exist using this
different methodology.

among marketing professionals in
the consumer goods industry that, in addition to
winning the hearts and minds of new customers,
the nurturing of repeat customers is vital for
long-term success. A brand's market share is
driven by two consumer behavior components:
(1) the number of individuals who buy a particular
brand and (2) the frequency of repeat purchases by
these individuals. For most mature consumer
brands, cultivating repeat business is essential for
maintaining market share (Lehmann and Winer,
1994).
IT IS NO SECRET

Myriad studies dating back to the 1960s have
confirmed that the relationship between market
share and consumer loyalty is disproportionate in
that market leaders tend to demonstrate greater
loyalty (repeat business) than iess successful
brands. For retailers, the notion of a small but loyal
customer base is a rarity. Instead, typical consumer behavior reveals a "Double Jeopardy" effect
where a brand earning a small market share will
have not only fewer customers, but also these few
customers will not be particularly loyal. Conversely, liighly successful brands gamer more individual customers and disproportionately greater

loyalty in terms of repeat purchases. Furthermore,
several studies have found a similar doublejeopardy effect occurring among television audiences, where highly rated programs tend to stimulate more repeat viewing than poorly rated programs. These earlier studies defined audience
loyalty as weekly or daily repeat viewing of individual programs.
This study expands on this earlier work in several ways. First, the researchers introduce a different operationalization of audience loyalty, namely
audience turnover (cume divided by average quarter hour) over multi-hour dayparts. Rather than
measuring repeat viewing of individual programs,
where audiences return weekly or daily to a particular time slot, this study focused on long
dayparts where audiences remain on one channel.
The researchers maintain that by recognizing a
double-jeopardy situation, media buyers can boost
frequency of exposure while still maintaining
reach. Finally, this study is unique in that unlike
most prior projects that used Nieslen Television
Index (NTI) national people meter ratings, this
study analyzed a sample of over 100 local sweep
markets {Nielseti Station Index, Viewers lu Profile
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[VIP| reports), which accessed in aggregate over 50,000 in-tab diaries.
Aside from the above methodological
rationales for conducting a new doublejeopardy study, there is the issue of history. Webster and Wang (1992) published
the last academic study of this type using
ratings data from 1988. Disagreeing with
all earlier studies, they claimed that
double-jeopardy effects were "nonexistent."
LITERATURE REVIEW

The relationship between a brand's share
of market and the purchase loyalty of its
customers has been a topic of concern for
retail business people and market researchers for over three decades. Among
the consistent findings has been a socalled "Double Jeopardy" effect coined
originally by McPhee (1963).
In essence, this phenomenon depicts the
plight of less-popular consumer brands in
that they experience disproportionately
less loyalty (repeat purchases) among the
few customers who do buy the product or
service. For over 20 years this consumer
behavior has been observed across dozens
of product categories in several countries,
including the United States, Great Britain,
and Japan. In particular, Ehrenberg (1988)
and Ehrenberg and Goodhart (1978)
found consistent patterns of the doublejeopardy effect in over 30 branded consumer goods categories. The underlying
explanatory theory for this phenomenon
is that double jeopardy will arise whenever competitive consumer brands differ
in their popularity (e.g., share of market).
Presuming all competing brands are of
equal merit in terms of consumer satisfaction, the more familiar brand will evoke
more positive evaluations and encourage
brand loyalty expressed as repeat purchases (Ehrenberg, Goodhart, and Barwise, 1990).
This type of disparate behavior has
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been revealed also within the domain of
television viewing by Barwise (1986). Examining data from Nielsen's national
sample, the researcher found that highrated prime-time series generated greater
repeat viewing than lower-rated series. In
an effort to understand the relationship of
liking and viewing television series. Barwise and Ehrenberg (1987) used a combination of telephone and mailed questionnaires to solicit information from several
hundred households in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Questionnaires measured the claimed frequency of viewing of 20 TV program series. Additionally, each survey contained
several liking measures. The results provided a consistent picture of how the liking of TV programs relates to viewing
habits. More specifically, the data revealed that (a) how much an individual
likes a particular series correlates with
how often he or she sees it and (b) that
less-popular series were viewed not only
by fewer people but less frequent!]/ than
popular series, thus supporting a doublejeopardy type of "consumer" choice behavior. Barwise and Ehrenberg (1988)
compared prime-time share and time
spent watching and found a similar doublejeopardy effect, They concluded that, unlike radio, a television network that
reaches a small segment of the audience is
viewed by that audience only sparingly.
Webster and Wang (1992) used national
Nielsen ratings data to investigate repeat
viewing of individual programs. While
unable to acquire direct audience data on
repeat viewing, the researchers assumed
that the percentage of households watching some number oi telecasts is evenly
distributed over fhe number of times
within a four-week sweep period that the
program is actually aired. Using an algebraic formula, repeat viewing was calculated for dozens of programs throughout
several dayparts. Admitting that the distribution of repeat viewing was "assumed
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rather than actually observed," the researchers found no convincing evidence
of a double-jeopardy effect. It should be
noted that their definition of loyalty focused on audiences returning to a specific
program on a weekly or daily basis.
Inheritance effects: The power of lead-in

The ability to retain viewers over time is
well documented in the literature addressing television audience inheritance
effects. Ratings studies report time and
again the powerful influence of lead-in
programming where the best predictor of
a program's rating will be the rating of the
program that immediately precedes it
(Cooper, 1996). Eastman and Ferguson
(1997) assert that in addition to developing popular program content, broadcasters have found that proper lead-in scheduling can also be an important factor in
attracting audiences.
This phenomenon of irJieriting or carrying over of audiences from one program
to another on the same channel contributes to measures of station daypart loyalty.
Our double-jeopardy theory takes inheritance effect a step further by proposing
that popular programs carry over audiences more efficiently than less-popular
programs and that this carryover effect
can resonate throughout an entire
daypart. Using ratings data, this disproportionate loyalty can be revealed by comparing (a) the number of viewers at any
point in time with (b) the total number of
individual viewers who watched at least
once over a designated time period.
Daypart double jeopardy

The notion of daypart double jeopardy
may be easier to comprehend by depicting
in graphic form a hypothetical advertising
situation. Figure 1 represents a typical
four-hour television daypart with three
competing stations. Presuming the
double-jeopardy effect is present, the fol-
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lowing audience behavior would be plausible. Station WXXX delivers not only the
most individual viewers but also fosters
the most loyalty in terms of audience retention.

modity being negotiated, we can see how
a station that delivers a commanding
daypart share can offer advertisers a "bonus" in frequency that a lesser-ranked station cannot offer. An advertiser can take
advantage of this phenomenon by
(a) choosing stations that demonstrate
high audience shares over long dayparts
and (b) strategically placing commercials
throughout the daypart to capitalize on
audience loyalty.

Suppose an advertiser placed a commercial in each of the four hours within
this daypart on all three stations. In terms
of reach (cume) andfrequencyof exposure,
station WXXX with its dominant share
outperforms its competitors on both dimensions. Not only does this more popular station reach more individual viewers
than its competitors (share of market) but
also these viewers tend to watch longer,
thereby driving higher frequency of exposure for its inserted commercial messages.
Ultimately, this leads to a huge differential advantage in gross impressions (reach
X frequency). Comparing the highestranked station WXXX to the lowestranked station \N22.7., we see a differential of three to one in persons reached, but
in terms of gross impressions, the advantage for the market leader is six to one. In
this simplified example, station WZZZ is
suffering from a bad case of double
jeopardy.

Rather than conduct a dctailt>d (and expensive) reach and frequency breakout
similar in design to our example, the researchers propose a simpler operationalization of audience loyalty: dayparl turnover (cume divided by AQH). If the
double-jeopardy effect were present, we
would expect a strong positive relationship between high shares and low turnover.
The presumption is that a low turnover index is an indicator of high audience loyalty
or, using brand marketing jargon, high repeat buying. Conversely, a high turnover
index provides circumstantial evidence of
disloyalty (Webster and Lichty, 2000).

For the buyers and sellers of commercial time, this double-jeopardy effect
could have considerable influence on cost
efficiencies, if gross impressions (or gross
rating points [GRPs]) are the agreed com-

While the use of turnover as a quick
measure of audience loyalty is a fairly
common ratings tool among radio broadcasters, it has seldom been used in television. Because the bulk of television media

Daypart loyalty expressed as turnover
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buying is concerned more with individual
program performance rather than long
daypart performance, we contend that advertisers may be overlooking some opportunities. As shown in the hypothetical example, broad dayparts may reveal a
double-jeopardy effect where audience
loyalty can enhance frequency of expo-
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Rgure 1 Hypothetical Example of Double-Jeopardy Effect on
TV Audience Behavior over Four-hour Daypart

From a purely mathematical perspective,
we can see an obvious connection between daypart share and turnover. The
formula for audience share is AQH divided by HUT. The formula for turnover
is cume divided by AQH. !f AQH audiences increase, share will go up and turnover will go down (presuming HUT and
cume remain constant).
If increasing a station's share of audience were simply a matter of attracting
more vieruers, one would expect that turnover ratios would remain constant (cume
and AQH would increase in the same proportion). However, the Double Jeopardy
phenomenon implies that as shares increase this turnover ratio or index will
change dramatically. That is, as audience
share increases, cume and AQH values increase simultaneously but at different rales.
As the disparity between cume and AQH
values diminish, audience turnover declines (i.e., high loyalty generates low
turnover),
i
Additionally, logic dictates that because
share is mathematically dependent on
AQH (and not cume), lower turnover ratios generated by higher shares must be
the result of AQH going up and not cume
coming down. Returning to our prior definitions, we know that while cume deals
exclusively with individual audience
members, AQH measures do not discriminate between duplicated and nonduplicated audiences. One could surmise that
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AQH is better suited to detect "repeat
purchasing." This being the case, high
shares corresponding to low turnover
suggests that as a station attracts more individual viewers (cume), these added
viewers also tend to watch this station
more frequently (AQH) than they watch
competing channels. This enhanced repeat
viewing causes AQH numbers to accelerate and "catch up" to the station's rising
cume audience, thereby lowering its calculated turnover index (see Figure 2).
Ot course, a broadcaster can request
from Arbitron or Nielsen a detailed statistical breakout of audience behavior patterns but turnover data, although not as
precise, can be calculated quickly and inexpensively from standard market reports. Additionally, advertisers and media buyers can also translate turnover data
into estimates of reach and frequency.
Looking at Figure 2, we could assert that
as the popularity of a program or daypart
increases (through share) more people
are reached and reached with increasing
frequenc}/.

While not disputing the basic results of
the double-jeopardy studies, the authors
of this paper believed that a modified replication of prior work could yield even
more insight. The following modifications
were made. First, instead of using repeat
viewing of individual programs or time

spent watching as an operationalization of
"loyalty," the authors introduced audience
tumover as a variable that should reveal
the same double-jeopardy effect. Second,
a systematic accumulation of ratings data
across dozens of individual sweep markets and across several dayparts would offer more extemal validity and statistical
precision than working with Nielsen's
single-sample national base for primetime ratings.
If indeed turnover (the ratio of Cume to
AQH) is an accurate measure of audience
loyalty, then television dayparts should
reveal a double-jeopardy effect whereby
highly rated dayparts will exhibit greater
audience loyalty (Iower turnover) than
lesser-rated dayparts. A more formalized
hypothesis would be the following:
HI:

HO (Null): There is no relationship
between turnover ratio
and daypart share.
Considering earlier studies, we looked at
the following research question:
RQl:

With Double Jeopardy

Cume ^ " " ^

^y^

AQH

/

There is an inverse relationship
between turnover and daypart
share.

Is turnover ratio affected by
specific dayparts?

Without Double Jeopardy

/

y ^

Share

AQH

/ ^

Share

Figure 2 Double Jeopardy and AQH
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METHODOLOGY

Audience loyalty was operationalized by
introducing tumover ratio to the ratings
analysis.
Turnover ratio is computed as:
Tumover = Cume HH / AQH HH
where:
Cume HH = Cume households for
the time period
AQH HH = Average quarter-hour
households for the
time period
Share, Cume, and AQH are as reported in
the Nielsen rating book.
The researchers acquired the local ratings books (Nielsen Station Index: Viewers
in Profile) from 134 random markets for
one Nielsen sweep period (February
1998). The needed data were found in the
Daypart Summary section located in the
front of the book.
The goal of this study was to look at a
station's overall turnover ratio throughout
the entire program schedule. The researchers selected one station from each
market and took measures from each of
four large time blocks including 9:00 .-\MNoon, Noon-3:00 PM. Prime time, 2.5 hour
block after the evening news. Nielsen adjusts the last two blocks for the local market. This protocol produced broad, acrossthe-schedule and across-the-country data.
The data collection steps were as
toi lows:
1. Select a ratings book.
2. Check the time periods that will be
used and note the stations with measurable ratings.
3. Randomly select one of the stations.
4. For the station selected, record household shares, cume, and average quarter
hour.
5. Compute turnover ratio.

DOUBLE JEOPARDY EFFECTS

Turnover goes up when you have few

(i.e.. Share, Cume, Turnover). Gujarati

loyal viewers (repeat viewers) in your to-

(1988) suggested that a worthy remedy

a statistical method less affected by het-

tal audience. This study compares market

was to weight the equation to control for

eroscedasticity. A chi-square procedure

penetration to a ratio of loyal viewers. Ac-

the error. On the assumption that sample

was used to further test the hypothesis.

cording to the premise of this study, the

size was the source of the heteroscedastic-

Both turnover and share were reduced

composition of the audience (loyal versus

ity, the regression equation was weighted

into two categories (low and high). The

Tionloyal) directly affects the size of that

based on the households viewing. The

resultant chi-square (X- = 127.8) is

audience.

weighted equation explained more of the

summarized in Table 3. Again, the

variance and is reported below.

null hypothesis can be rejected. The chi-

By choosing only one station per mar-

searchers chose to confirm the results with

ket, the researchers create independent

First, a linear regression is presented in

square supports the hypothesis of an in-

measures. If more than one station were

Table 1. An acceptable regression equa-

verse relationship between turnover and

chosen, shares from one station would ai-

tion (adjusted R^ of 0.52 with a signifi-

share.

fect the shares from another.

cance or F at 0.00) allows the rejection of
RQ1:

the null hypotheses.
RESULTS

The result of the data collection was 536
sets of turnover ratio / share measures for
134 markets (18 from markets 1-50, 50
from markets 51-100, 46 from markets
101-150, and 20 from markets over 150).
Regression analysis, the first step in defining a relationship, attempts to define a

Is turnover ratio affected by
daypart?

The regression equation may also define other linear relationships that are
more curved. Logically, as a station wins a

Controlling for daypart in the regres-

larger share of the audience, the effect of

sion equation is statistically problematic.

turnover will start to diminish. The scat-

To answer the research question, the re-

tergram in Figure 3 indicates such a

searchers performed a simple ANOVA

curved effect and a curvilinear relation-

comparing the means of turnover by

ship. The exponential equation detailed in

daypart. The first ANOVA, comparing all

linear relationship between two data sets.

Table 2 is even more powerful with an

four dayparts, revealed a significant effect

A simple regression equation may define

adjusted R^ of 0.66 and F significance of

of daypart. However, looking at the

a straight-line relationship between vari-

0.00.

ables. In this case, we might be looking for
an equation like:

Share = A + (B * Tumover)
where both A and B will be determined

means, researchers suspected the fourth

Given that heteroscedasticity was con-

daypart (2.5 hours after evening news)

trolled based on an assumption, the re-

had the biggest effect. A second ANOVA

TABLE 1
Linear Regressiofi Tumover on Share

by the regression procedure.
R square

0.52

The first regression equations supported
,, .
,,
u . • J- . j . u
the hypotheses but mdicated the presence

Adjusted ff square

0.52

of heteroscedasticity—a problem with the

^}?!}....^!!}..^![?L

.^:?.f.

data that breaks the assumption of the re-

Anaiysis of Variance

gression procedure and limits its accu'^
racy. In this case, the regression equation
,
, ,,
. . . .
was less accurate at lower share rates—by
definition heteroscedasticity,
Heteroscedasticity can be controlled.
The researchers theorize that heteroscedasticity is caused by the relative standard
,
.
_.
„
,.

-.DF
Regression

«Sum of Squares
"

1

—
1
Mean Square
•
•.

537690.57

[;.^.?.'...^^,^
„?.„!:...
F = 11498.02
Variables in the Equation

537690.57

!T.?^...^9.'.^?
Signif F = .0000

46.76

Variabie

B

SE B

Beta

T

Sig T

sample (market size or households), the

If:.^!;,9.y.^[;

~.?:^.T.

.9:9.?

~9:.T.??

7.^9.7.:.?.'^.

.9:9.99

larger the error relative to the variable

(Constant)

35.68

0.19

186.30

0.000

error m sample size. The smaller the

?
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TURNOVER
Cases weighted by HH

Figure 3 Regression Curves Turnover to Share
TABLE 2
Exponental Regression Turnover on Share
Multiple R

0.82

R square

0.66

Adjusted R square

0.66

Standard Error

0.38

Analysis of Variance
Sum of

Mean

DF

Squares

Square

Regression

1

3066,85

3066.85

Residuals

10546

1550.22

.15

from the top 50 markets. Networks were
not evenly sampled. It is doubtful, however, that either market size or network
affiliation would have made a substantial
difference, but subsequent studies should
control these two factors.
Researchers considered looking at the
effect of market size on turnover ratio. The
argument would be that larger markets
would have more broadcast stations and a
resulting effect on turnover. However, if
you remember that cable penetration goes
up as market size goes down, the argument becomes convoluted. In addition,
market size directly affects the inaccuracy
introduced by heteroscedasticity (see discussion above). Larger markets are measured with larger samples resulting in
lower relative error. The greater error in
smaller markets creates more variation in
both independent and dependant variables, therefore reducing accuracy of the
measure. A later study may look at the
effect of market size specifically.
Because this is not a time-series analysis, the study can only support the notion
of correlation, not causation. The turnover-to-share model, as it is presented,
predicts causation. The results support
that theory but do not prove that tumo\'cr
causes share increases. A more lengthy
discussion is included in the next section
(see "chicken versus egg" discussion
below).
The major limitation to interpretation ot
the data is heteroscedasticity. This study

Signif F = .0000

F = 20863.42
Variables in the Equation
Variable

B

SEB

Beta

T

SigT

TURNOVER

-0.26

0.00

-0.82

-144.44

0.000

(Constant)

57.94

0.62

93.12

0.000

was run comparing the means of the first
three dayparts only. In this case, the data
failed to support a significant difference.
See Table 4.

There are limitations to this study. Despite the national sample, stratification
could have been more even. The researchers did not have access to enough books
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TABLE 3
Chi-square Results
Turnover

Share

Count

Low

High

Total

Low

48

204

252

High

190

90

280

Total

238

294

532

DOUBLE JEOPARDY EFFECTS

TABLE 4
ANOVAs for DaVPSrt

there remains a sort of "chicken or egg"
quandary of which causes what? is loyalty
'

Groups

.9?."."*..

^""^

a result of high share or visa versa? Sta-

Average

Variance

Hsticaily, share is driven by AQH audi-

Daypart 1

133

740.3

5.6

5.9

ences (presuming HUT levels do not

Daypart 2

133

723 8

54

84

Daypart 3

133

771.8

5.8

4.0

change) which include duplieated viewers
as well as unduplicated audiences (i.e.,
, ^ ,.
^
. . . . . . . . .
cume). Audience duplication by definition

P.^.^.P.^^..^

^?.?

.^27;0

6.2

2.6

ANOVA:

means repeat viewing. Therefore a program's share performance is influenced
f
. .
by (a) the number of individuals who de^-^^^ j ^ ^gj^j^ gj^j ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^jjg^ ^ ^ y j . ^

All Dayparts

Source of
Y^'!^*'.**!'
Between

SS

Df

MS

F

P-yalue

F crit

turn to watch. In theory, a daily Monday

2.96

0.03

2.62

through Friday program could generate

46.6

3

15.5

Within

2767.7

528

5.2

jQ^gl

2814 3

531

*^^ same average quarter hour share by
^^^^'^ recruiting neiv audiences every night
or maintaining the same audience every

ANOVA:

Dayparts 1 - 3

Source of
Variation
'„
Between

SS

rught. If the show recruits a new audience
Df

8.9

MS
2

•.
Tpt3'

^.^^7.-.?:

4.5

F

P-value

F crit

0.73

0.48

3.0

?..^
^^^

every night, the cume would be much
^'^^er than if it enjoyed the same audience each night.
Tine study supported the concept that
turnover is affected by daypart. More specifically, late night viewers seem to exhibit
higher turnover than others do. A realistic

supports the hypothesis that there is a relationship between these two variables.

^^^^ ^''^* ^''*' audience phenomenon is

conclusion is that people change viewing
^^^^^ "8^* ^^^^^^ bedtime. However, a
later study may take another look at

The exact nature of that rdaHonship is yet
to be shown conclusively. However, the
strength of the model and the results of

'^"•*^ ""^'''^ "^'^^^^ ^ ' ^ ^ " " " television
"^^yP^^ts.
^ ' mentioned earlier, the double-

daypart effect.
The crux of the "chicken or egg" problem is which of the two elements drive

the equation warrant further research.

jeopardy effect can have an impact on media negotiations, particularly when advertisers are concemed with frequency of ex-

share. Cume is most sensitive to the large
audience. AQH is most sensitive to viewer loyalty. Selecting only one variable

DISCUSSION

posure. In addition to cost per thousand

{cume or AQH) as the main cause of

Unlikepriorstudies that looked at "repeat

(CPM) or cost per point (CPP) parameters

high share may be simplistic. The two

purchases" of individual programs on a

for negotiating commercial rates, savvy

variables could very well interact with

weekly or monthly basis (e.g., Wednesday

media buyers also include reach and fre-

one another. Viewer loyalty encourages

8:00 PM this week compared to Wecines-

quency components. The results of this

more viewers while a large audience may

day 8:00 PM last week), this study exam-

study support a buying strategy that

be the best source of loyal viewers. From

ined audience loyalty on an hour-to-hour

places special emphasis on stations that

an advertising perspective, one could

basis, introducing the notion of audience

can deliver high shares over long

say that rrac/i and/rctju^nci/are similarly

flow (inheritance effects) as a possible

dayparts. The result can be a "bonus" in

related. A double-jeopardy effect can

contributor to the effect. By adopting this

frequency levels brought on by excep-

be found where dayparts delivering

daypart approach and using audience

tional audience loyalty.

poor reach also exhibit disappointing

turnover as our definition of audience loy-

Although there is an obvious relation-

aity, we found in analyzing over 100 mar-

ship between share and turnover (loyalty),

frequency compared to more popular
dayparts.

<ffj>
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APPENDIX

mance. Multiplying reach times frequency
produces gross impressiotis or gross rating

Measuring television audience behavior

This section serves as a quick tutorial for
readers unfamiliar with local market television ratings. In addition to the wellknown national "People Meter" ratings,
Nielsen Media Research also over 200 local markets with diary-based ratings. Using a multi-stage clustering sampling
technique, all markets experience the
month-long "sweeps" at least four times a
year (November, February, May, and
July). Additionally, approximately 50
large markets receive electronically metered overnight ratings year round.
The fundamental units of measure used
in almost all TV ratings-based research are
(a) households (000), (b) rating points, and
(c) share points. While households are expressed as whole numbers, rating and
share points are percentages. A rating expresses the size of a program or daypart
audience as a percentage of the total
population. A share expresses the same
audience, but as a percentage of the
households (or persons) using television
(HUTs or PUTs). Age and gender demographics are also translated into rating
and share points. All of the above measures are based on average quarter hour

(AQH) estimates (Nielsen Methods, 1999).
Another audience statistic that is common in radio research but rarely used in
television is cume. Cume is shorthand for
cumulative and signifies the size of the
total unduplicated audience for a station
over a specific daypart (Arbitron Methods, 1999; Nielsen Methods, 1999).
The definition of cume is almost identical to that of reach, a term used regularly
by advertisers and media buyers to identify the number of unduplicated audience
members exposed to a commercial message. Reach is often used in tandem with
frequency of exposure as a tool for analyzing program or daypart audience perfor-

points, depending on the unit of measure
(Arbitron Methods, 1999; Nielsen Methods, 1999). These gross measures of program or daypart performance often serve
as a benchmark for negotiating the cost of
a commercial schedule (for exiimple, an
advertiser may wish to achieve 10,000
gross impressions per month). Cost per
thousand (CPM) and Cost Per Rating
Point (CPP) calculations are accompanied
frequently with an analysis of the reach
and frequency achieved by a proposed
schedule (Surmanek, 1996). Media-buying
software packages such as Tapscan and
Strata can provide quick detailed analyses
of the above criteria.
Reach/cume data are time dependent.
That is, radio and television audiences are
"accumulated" over time. Because television audiences rarely join a drama or sitcom already in progress, an individual
television program typically does not accumulate audiences over its 30- or 60minute duration. Conversely, most radio
formats permit listeners to randomly
come and go almost any time without losing the continuity. Over a long daypart,
such as morning drive 6:00 - 10:00 AM, a
radio station can experience substantially
bigger weekly cume audiences than its average quarter-hour audience delivery.
Traditionally, radio commercial time has
been bought and sold using broad 4-hour
dayparts rather than half-hour or 1-hour
units. Consequently, cume audiences receive considerable analysis in a typical Arbitron ratings report.
Most television programming is sold
using different criteria than radio. Instead
of looking at long dayparts, advertisers select usually from an array of half-hour and
1-hour programs; each assigned a specific
commercial rate. Cume audience data is
seldom an urgent topic of analysis.
Nielsen does report cumulative ratings for
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several multi-hour dayparts, such as
9:00 AM to Noon and Noon to 3:00 I'M. Despite the fact that these dayparts usually
embrace several distinct programs, television stations and networks have always
been concerned with audience flow.
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